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IIII----Ching & The World of MetaphysicsChing & The World of MetaphysicsChing & The World of MetaphysicsChing & The World of Metaphysics    
Liu Fa-Part 11-Golden Dragon 9-Palace Diagram-金龍九宮全圖釋義金龍九宮全圖釋義金龍九宮全圖釋義金龍九宮全圖釋義 

 
Water mouth in referring to both the incoming as well as outgoing water position, the left 
incoming water to right side is termed as ‘anti-flow’ while the incoming water from the right to 
the left is termed as ‘flow’. For instance, Rat position with Horse on the left. Ding is on the right 
of the Rat position, both transformed Shun/Dui/Kan/Chan Guas and to determine the water 
from either from left of right base on the Gua and period. 
 
Shun and Dui as Water Mouth (In the Period), Chan and Kan as Water Mouth 
(out of Period) 
1st Period Kwan, 2nd Period Shun, and 3rd Period Lei, 4th Period Dui 
 
Chan and Kan as Water Mount (In the Period), Shun and Dui as Water Mouth (Out of period) 
Six Period Kan, 7 Period Ham, 8 Period Chan, 9 Period Kin 
 
Referring to diagram:  
Dui/Chan water direction is from the left, therefore is ‘flow’ setting 
Kan/shun water direction is from right, therefore is ‘anti-flow’ setting 
 
For example: 1st Period of Golden Dragon water mouth Kwai Mountain with Ding Direction, 
with the first Yao changes, we seek out the water mouth, the first Yao changes of Dui is at Boar, 
Shun first Yao Changes is at Tiger, this is ‘In the period’ Gua, as for ‘Out of Period’ Gua Kan 
first Yao is at Snake, Chan first Yao is at Monkey, and so on. Cut it short, after the transformed 
of Gua of Shun and Kan of left the setting is ‘flow’ 
 
 

Translated by Kerby Kuek on Grand Master Lau origin text. 
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